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Defi nitions

Information

Important information relevant to the current topic.

Warning

Important warning relevant to the current topic

Recommended torque for bolting

Recommended lubrication 

Use of chemical solvents may cause severe health hazards.

Chemical or alcohol-based solvent can be extremely fl ammable

Always wear protective gloves when using solvents

Always wear eye protection when using solvents

Marking plate

This document covers the diff erent types of maintenance needed.

All warnings and prohibitions shall be met when installing, operating and maintaining the unit.

Spare kits for maintenance are available to replace neccersary parts.

For further instruction and information of available spare parts, refer to the documents, located in folder “mechanical 
documentation” on USB.

Qualifi cation of personnel
The Unit must only be operated, maintained and repaired by instructed and trained personnel.
The personnel shall as minimum meet the requirements as described in the user manual

Maintenance (disassembly, maintenance and rebuilding) of Eltronic FuelTech’s product is allowed only to Eltronic 
FuelTech personel or properly instructed personnel. In case of controversy the product guarantee will expire!

Technical updates
To receive informative mails and technical announcements from Eltronic FuelTech, the user is recommended to sign 
up from the website:

https://www.eltronicfueltech.com/technical-announcements/

Read the user manual and maintenance manual before service and maintenance is initiated.   

Please read these instructions carefully and save them for further reference

Safety instructions
To prevent accidents, all safety instructions must be observed. (see user manual)
Maintenance should only be performed by instructed personnel who possess the necessary knowledge 
for the tasks.

Ensure relevant incoming energy sources to the Unit are shut off  and locked, before any service and 
maintenance related to the equipment is initiated.

14601_BDC05-03_maintenance manual GVT Mk III
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Tools needed for maintenance
Recommended tools: Supplied tools:

Flat bladed screwdriver 
(8 mm)
PZ2

Slotted screwdriver 
(0,8x4x100 mm)
3mm

Ring spanner
22mm
24mm
32mm

Extender bar
50-200mm

Socket:
22mm
24mm
32mm

Torque wrench
50-200nm

T-key M8

T-key M4

Torque wrench
10-40nm
Stahlwille 730/4

9x12 insert

Threaded rod M8
Nut M8
Washer M8

Valve service kit

Tool valves 1½”

Open-ended spanner tool 
10mm

Open-ended spanner tool 
 (5,5mm; 8mm; 13mm; 
14mm; 16mm; 17mm; 
19mm; 22mm; 27mm; 
32mm)

Duct tape

Utility knife

Spring comperssion 
tool, ½” valves

Spring comperssion 
tool, 1” valves

The supplied tools are located in the service box, permanently attached to the GVT.

Hexagon key 
(2.5mm; 3mm; 
4mm; 5mm; 
6mm; ¼”)

Small nipper
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Schedule overview

Schedule guide

Maintenance log
The maintenance should be documented in a scheme regarding performed tasks. Example to a scheme is located 
below.

The scheme should contain as minimum but not limited to the following.

Reference section
Description of the section
Date of check
Type of inspection
Performed by “name and company”

Description Every
Month

Every
6 month

Every
 Year

Every
 2. Year

Every
 4. Year

I/O valves x x x x
Secondary valves x x x x
Filtration x x
Conveying x x x
Pneumatic x x x
Electrical x x x

The maintenance schedule provides a minimum recommendation for inspection and maintenance. 

Eff ects such as vibrations, corrosive atmospheres, temperature eff ects, composition of media, pollution in media 
etc. may make it necessary to inspect and maintain the system more frequently than suggested in this maintenance 
catalogue

Deviations can occur, as consequence of media operation conditions.

14601_BDC05-03_maintenance manual GVT Mk III
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IO valves

Maintenance schedule

Do not dismantle or loosen any valve equipment, unless the system is de-pressurized, suffi  ciently 
purged and disconnected

If any actuator or valve equipment is dismantled, it must be carefully checked, if the actuator and valve 
is reassembled and mounted in the correct fail-safe position. 

Wrong fail-safe position will cause hazards when system is operated afterwards.

Let the valve temperate, if necessary before starting maintenance. 

For further details regarding assembly see guide

For further details regarding assembly see guide

Interval Description

Every month Inspect the equipment for visual damages and defects

Every year Check the equipment for tightness; studs, bolts etc.  
Check bounding connection for tightness 
Operate each valve and check for any abnormal noise and leak-
ages

Every 2. year Inspect the valve for any mechanical defects
Replacement of seats and O-seals (E.g. O-seals, graphite seals 
etc.)

Every 4. year Complete valve overhaul*
(*req. Eltronic FuelTech supervision)

14601_BDC05-03_maintenance manual GVT Mk III
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801, 802, 806, 807, 808, 809, 813, 814, 852

Tag No. 813 - ½” NC

Tag No. 814 - ½” NO

Tag No. 809 - ½” NC

Tag No. 815 - ½” NC

Tag No. 807 - 1” NC

Tag No. 802 - ½” NO

Tag No. 806 - ½” NC

Tag No. 808 - ½” NO

Tag No. 801 - 1” NC

Tag No. 852 - 1” NO
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Manual valve

Maintenance schedule

Do not dismantle or loosen any valve equipment, unless the system is de-pressurized, suffi  ciently 
purged and disconnected

For further details regarding assembly see guide

Interval Description

Every year Inspect the equipment for visual damage and defects

14601_BDC05-03_maintenance manual GVT Mk III
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Check valve

Maintenance schedule

Do not dismantle or loosen the check valve, unless the system is de-pressurized, suffi  ciently purged 
and disconnected from all energy sources

For further details regarding assembly see guide

Interval Description

Every year Inspect the equipment for visual damage and defects
Check that the check valve sealing function remains satisfac-
tory. If not, replace O-seals or valve insert.

Every 5. year Inspect the check valve for any mechanical defects
Replacement of check valve if damaged
Replacement of parts from spare part catalogue

14601_BDC05-03_maintenance manual GVT Mk III
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Tag No. 828

Tag No. 820

Tag No. 827
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Do not dismantle or loosen the valve, unless the system is de-pressurized, suffi  ciently purged and 
disconnected from all energy sources

For further details regarding assembly see guide

Slow-Pressure-Build-Up Valve

Maintenance schedule

Interval Description

Every month Inspect the equipment for visual damage and defects

Every year Check the equipment for tightness bolts etc.  
Check bounding connection for tightness 

Every 2. year Inspect the slow-pressure-build-up valve for any mechanical 
defects
Replacement of seat and O-seal

Every 4.  year Complete valve overhaul*
(*req. Eltronic FuelTech supervision)
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Fuel fi lter

Maintenance schedule

Do not dismantle or loosen the fi lter, unless the system is de-pressurized, suffi  ciently purged and 
disconnected from all energy sources

If the fi lter has been cleaned according to the cleaning procedure and the diff erential pressure alarm 
occurs shortly after (<2bar), the fi lter insert must be replaced

For further regarding cleaning see guide

For further regarding assembly see guide

Interval Description

Every month Test in an operation scenario, that the fi lter is leak free.

Every 6 months 
or at high level 
of di� erence 
pressure

Cleaning of fi lter
If necessary, replace fi lter insert
Alterntatively clean the fi lter insert (full recovery of dirt holding 
capacity cannot be expected). 

Every year Inspect the equipment for visual damage and defects

Every 5.  year The fi lters attachment must be inspected
Inspection for mechanical defects
Inspect seals and gaskets. Replace all rubber seals. Replace seals 
of any type which show signs of wear

14601_BDC05-03_maintenance manual GVT Mk III
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N2 fi lter

Maintenance schedule

Do not dismantle or loosen the gas fi lter, unless the system is de-pressurized, suffi  ciently purged and 
disconnected from all energy sources

The fi lter should be inspected and cleaned/replaced if necessary before any pressure test where N2 is 
used to verify system integrity

For further details reguarding cleaning, see guide

For further details reguarding assemblying see guide

Interval Description

Every month Test in an operation scenario, that the fi lter is leak free.

Every 6 months 
or at high level 
of DP

Cleaning of fi lter
If necessary, replace fi lter insert
Alterntatively clean the fi lter insert (full recovery of dirt holding 
capacity cannot be expected). 

Every year Inspect the equipment for visual damage and defects

Every 5.  year The fi lters attachment must be inspected
Inspection for mechanical defects
Inspect seals and gaskets. Replace all rubber seals. Replace seals 
of any type which show signs of wear

14601_BDC05-03_maintenance manual GVT Mk III
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Stud bolts

Maintenance schedule

Do not dismantle or loosen any piping, unless the system is de-pressurized, suffi  ciently purged and 
disconnected from all energy sources.

Interval Description

Every month Inspect the equipment for visual damage and defects
Inspect the stud bolt for potential cracks and defects
Inspect the stud bolt for corrosion

Every year Inspect the stud bolts for loose connections etc.
Retighten and replace elements as necessary

All stud bolts related to the unit

14601_BDC05-03_maintenance manual GVT Mk III
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Corrosion

Maintenance schedule

Interval Description

Every month

If located on 
open deck / 
deck house / 
Shelter

Inspect the product for corrosion
Inspect open deck kit functionality

If exposed to salt-ladden environments, then remove salt de-
posits, especially on bolts/studs and metallic surfaces. Removal 
of salt deposits can be done by gentle washing using
fresh-water (not salt- or sea-water). Removal of other contami-
nants
may require the use of cleaning agents. Please make sure
not to use cleaning agents which may damage components.

It is generally recommended that the system is kept clean from 
any external contamination. 

Yearly

If located in gas 
handling room

Inspect the product for corrosion.

If exposed to salt-ladden environments, then remove salt de-
posits, especially on bolts/studs and metallic surfaces.  Se above 
for reference to cleaning procedure.

It is generally recommended that the system is kept clean from 
any external contamination. 

Do not dismantle or loosen any piping, unless the system is de-pressurized, suffi  ciently purged and 
disconnected from all energy sources.

Experience shows that there can be signifi cant diff erence between installations
in terms of corrosion, due to signifi cant diff erences in exposure to
saliferous atmospheres and/or surface contamination.
For aggressive or dirty environments it may be worth considering applying
a corrosion inhibiting coating on select metallic surfaces (e.g. surfaces of
critical components).
If such a coating is considered it is important that:
- The coating is compatible with the metal
- The surface is clean and dry before application
- The coating is inspected and maintained
The temporary coating VpCI-368 from Cortec Corporation is an example
of a durable VCI based coating can be used to reduce general corrosion on
a broad range of metals.

14601_BDC05-03_maintenance manual GVT Mk III
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Pneumatic pressure regulator and fi lter

Maintenance schedule

Do not dismantle or loosen the cover for the fi lter, unless the pneumatic control air is disconnected.

For further details regarding cleaning, see guide

Interval Description

Every month Inspect fi lter for liquid level. 
Drain if necessary.

Every year Inspection and cleaning of fi lter 
Check the pressure gauge for mechanical defects

Every 2. year Inspection and installing of new fi lter
Check the pressure gauge for mechanical defects

14601_BDC05-03_maintenance manual GVT Mk III
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Pressure gauge

Maintenance schedule

Do not dismantle or loosen the instrument, unless the system is de-pressurized, suffi  ciently purged 
and disconnected from all energy sources

Interval Description

Every month Inspect the equipment for visual damage and defects. Make sure 
that pressure indicaitor is visible (clean if necessary)

Every year Verify that the pressure gauge is functional and that indications 
are correct
Inspection of the indicator and switching functions.
Clean the pressure gauge with a moist cloth

14601_BDC05-03_maintenance manual GVT Mk III
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Support for pipe and � anges

Maintenance schedule

Do not dismantle or loosen any piping, unless the system is de-pressurized, suffi  ciently purged and 
disconnected from all energy sources

Interval Description

Every month Inspect the equipment for visual damage and defects

Every year Inspect the piping for loose connections, bolts etc.
Inspect the piping for potential cracks and defects
Inspect the piping for corrosion

14601_BDC05-03_maintenance manual GVT Mk III
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All pipes related to the unit
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Electrical equipment in non hazardous area

Maintenance schedule

The electrical cabinet is installed in non hazardous area and contains connections for valve coils, limit 
switches and associated apparatus for intrinsically safe apparatus installed in hazardous area 

Ensure relevant incoming energy sources to the unit are shut off  and locked, before any service and 
maintenance related to the equipment is initiated.

Maintenance, replacement, demounting/mounting of the electrical cabinet may only be carried out by 
persons with necessary skill and knowledge of the electrical equipment according to IEC 60079-14.

If damage is found on one or more parts, the damaged part(s) must be replaced with original parts

Interval Description

Every month Inspect the electrical cabinet for visual damage and defects

Every year Inspect the electrical cabinet for mechanical defects
Inspect the cable glands and cabling connected to the electrical 
cabinet
Inspect for loose connections bolts, supports, etc.
Clean the electrical cabinet. The cleaning agents used should 
not corrode the surface and the seals

Every 2. year Inspect the electrical cabinet and components inside the cabi-
net for mechanical defects
Inspect all wire connections for proper attachment

14601_BDC05-03_maintenance manual GVT Mk III
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Located in safe area
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The components in hazardous area and as-
sociated components are identified in the Ex 
components and verification list.

Electrical equipment in hazardous area

Maintenance schedule

Fire and explosion hazard care must be taken before opening any electrical connections in hazardous 
area when a fl ammable environment is present.

Ensure relevant incoming energy sources to the product are shut off  and locked, before any service 
and maintenance related to the equipment is initiated.

To ensure that the installations are maintained in a satisfactory condition for continued use within a 
hazardous area, regular periodic inspections and maintenance shall be carried out according to IEC 
60079-17

Interval Description

Every month Visual inspection:
Inspection which identifi es, without the use of access equip-
ment or tools, those defects, such as missing bolts, which will be 
apparent to the eye.

Every year Inspect for loose connections bolts, supports, etc.

Close Inspection:
Inspection which encompasses those aspects covered by a 
visual inspection, and in addition, identifi es those defects, such 
as loose bolts, which will be apparent only by the use of access 
equipment.

NOTE Close inspections do not normally require the enclosure 
to be opened, or the equipment to be de-energized.

Every 2. year Detailed Inspection:
Inspection which encompasses those aspects covered by a 
close inspection, and in addition, identifi es those defects, such 
as loose terminations, which will only be apparent by opening 
the enclosure, and/or using, where necessary, tools and  test 
equipment.

14601_BDC05-03_maintenance manual GVT Mk III
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Cabling and equipotential bonding

Maintenance schedule

Do not open covers to electrical equipment when energized, risk of explosion due to potential pres-
ence of fl ammable environment.

Ensure relevant incoming energy sources to the product are shut off  and locked, before any service 
and maintenance related to the equipment is initiated.

The following technical documentation should be used:
P&ID, Pneumatic & Electrical diagram

If any damage, the damaged part must be replaced with original parts

Interval Description

Every year Inspect the cabling and wiring for damages, fractures and de-
fects for:
All components on the unit.
All cables between the unit and electrical cabinet.
Inspect the cabling for proper attachment.
Inspect all equipotential bonding connections for corrosion and 
proper attachment.
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Pressure transmitter

Maintenance schedule

Do not dismantle or loosen the pressure transmitter from the pipe system, unless the system is de-
pressurized, suffi  ciently purged and disconnected.

Ensure relevant incoming energy sources to the product are shut off  and locked, before any service 
and maintenance related to the equipment is initiated.

Do not open covers to electrical equipment when energized, risk of explosion due to potential pres-
ence of media and electric generated sparks.

Interval Description

Every month Inspect the equipment for visual damage and defects

Every year Inspect the pressure transmitter for mechanical defects.
Inspect the cable glands and cabling connected to the pressure 
transmitter.
Clean the pressure transmitter. The cleaning agents used should 
not corrode the surface and the seals.
Verify functionality by testing.

Every 2. year Inspect all wire connections for proper attachment

14601_BDC05-03_maintenance manual GVT Mk III
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The components in hazardous area and as-
sociated components are identified in the Ex 
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Pressure transmitter

Pressure transmitter

Pressure transmitter

Pressure transmitter

Pressure transmitter
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Temperature sensor

Maintenance schedule

Do not open covers to electrical equipment when energized, risk of explosion due to potential pres-
ence of media and electric generated sparks

Ensure relevant incoming energy sources to the product are shut off  and locked, before any service 
and maintenance related to the equipment is initiated.

Do not open covers to electrical equipment when energized, risk of explosion due to potential pres-
ence of media and electric generated sparks

Interval Description

Every month Inspect the equipment for visual damage and defects

Every year Inspect the temperature sensor for mechanical defects.
Inspect the cabling connected to the temperature sensor.
Clean the temperature sensor. The cleaning agents used should 
not corrode the surface.

Every 2. year Inspect all wire connections for proper attachment
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The components in hazardous area and as-
sociated components are identified in the Ex 
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Temperature sensor
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Limit Switch

Maintenance schedule

Interval Description

Every month Inspect the equipment for visual damage and defects

Every year Inspect the limit switch for mechanical defects.
Inspect the cable glands and cabling connected to the limit 
switch
Clean the limit switch. The cleaning agents used should not cor-
rode the surface and the seals.
Verify that switches are functional and that calibration remains 
satisfactory.

Every 2. year Inspect all wire connections for proper attachment

Do not dismantle or loosen any valve equipment, unless the system is de-pressurized, suffi  ciently 
purged and disconnected.

Ensure relevant incoming energy sources to the product are shut off  and locked, before any service 
and maintenance related to the equipment is initiated.

Do not open covers to electrical equipment when energized. Risk of explosion due to potential pres-
ence of media and electric generated sparks.

14601_BDC05-03_maintenance manual GVT Mk III
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The components in hazardous area and as-
sociated components are identified in the Ex 
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Solenoid valve

Maintenance schedule

Do not open covers to electrical equipment when energized, risk of explosion due to potential pres-
ence of media and electric generated sparks.

Ensure relevant incoming energy sources to the product are shut off  and locked, before any service 
and maintenance related to the equipment is initiated.

Interval Description

Every month Inspect the equipment for visual damage and defects

Every year Inspect the solenoid valve for mechanical defects.
Inspect the cable glands and cabling connected to the soleniod 
valve.
Clean the solenoid valve. The cleaning agents used should not 
corrode the surface and the seals.
Verify functionality by testing.

Every 2. year Inspect all wire connections for proper attachment
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The components in hazardous area and as-
sociated components are identified in the Ex 
components and verification list.

Solenoid valve
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Tools needed for maintenance

Guide valve service kit

In case of remounting a valve or to adjust the valve position, the delivered valve service kit in the ser-
vice box must be used.
By using the valve service kit it is possible to force the valve into open/close position.

Use the valve service kit to activate the valve before 
remounting 

The valve service kit contains:

2 pcs. Air hose
1 pcs. Manual valve

Disconnect the air supply. (Turn the manual valve in 
o�  position)

(See location on the approval drawing)

Remove the blind plug and mount the air hose from 
the valve service kit.

(See location on the approval drawing)

Disconnect the hose on the selected valve and con-
nect the adjustment kit hose on the valve. 

Connect the air supply.

The selected valve is now ready for adjustment.

After adjustments of the valve the kit must be dis-
connected, and the valve hose and pipe plug must 
be remounted.

Remember to disconnect the air supply. 

14601_BDC05-03_maintenance manual GVT Mk III
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Tools needed for maintenance

Replacement of ½” NO valve 1. generation

Do not dismantle or loosen any valve equipment, unless the system is de-pressurized, suffi  ciently 
purged and disconnected

Read the maintenance instruction for valve and actuator before service and maintenance is initiated.   

If any actuator or valve equipment is dismantled, it must be carefully checked, if the actuator and valve 
is reassembled and mounted in the correct fail-safe position. 

Wrong fail-safe position will cause hazards when system is operated afterwards.

Let the valve temperate, if necessary before starting maintenance. 

Tightening is to follow procedure described below.

Follow the general torque recommendations.

See recommended lubrication 

Loosen the cable gland on the top of the housing 
cylinder and pull the seal away

Using a hexagon key remove all 4 screws by turning 
counterclockwise and withdraw the housing cylin-
der.

Using a hexagon key remove both bolts, from the 
bracket for switches, by turning counterclockwise. 
Remove the bracket. 

Turn the switch rod counterclockwise to remove.

To remove the Valve, remove the nuts and washers 
from the studs in the manifold.

Pull the Valve assembly from the manifold.

Tip: Mark the cylinder top, tube and cover with 
a marker, if it is wished that the pneumatics are 
placed the same way as when disassembled 
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Pull the valve seat from the cartridge. To make this 
easier it may be necessary to apply some pressure 
at the joint using a plastic screwdriver.

The plug, secured with threadlocking adhesive, may 
be removed from the spindle by turning counter-
clockwise with a screwdriver. 

When reassembling, take care only to add a VERY 
small amount of low or medium strength thread-
locking adhesive. Adding too much adhesive may 
result that future removal of the plug is di�  cult or 
impossible.

Using a hexagon key turn the set screw counter-
clockwise until the cartridge can turn relative to the 
cartridge cover.

Pull the cartridge from the cartridge cover. 

Turn the spindle in the counter clockwise direction 
to remove it from the catridge cover.

Remove one of the screws holding the actuator 
cylinder top.

Replace the removed srew with a spring compres-
sor rod EXP 146/1, and secure both ends with nut 
and washer. 

Repeat on the opposing screw.

Remove the two remaining screws and their nuts 
and washers

Slowly loosen the 2 spring compressor (rod EXP 
146/1) nuts in an opposing sequence.

Beware that to EXP 146/1 rod is not loosening be-
fore the valve is completely disassembled.

Once the spring compression has been relieved 
remove the nuts, washers and spring compressor 
rods EXP 146/1.

Remove the top plate, cylinder tube, spring and 
piston.

Replace all the o-seals and seat. Lubricate with Eltronic FuelTech’s lubricant as detailed in spare part cata-
logue.

Re-assemble the valve by following the guide in reverse order and install new seat.

When re-assembling the valve, make sure the o-seals are correctly placed.

With the valve in the open state, insert the valve cartridge seat fi rst into the manifold ensuring that a 
small amount of o-ring lubricant is applied to the exposed o-rings on the cartridge.

Tighten the nuts accoding to the general torque recommendations.
½” valve: 6 Nm.

Open/Close the valve  at least 3 times after mounting in manifold
NB: Do not operate the refurbished valve outside the manifold

top platespringcylinder tube

piston
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Tools needed for maintenance

Replacement of ½” NO valve 2. generation

Do not dismantle or loosen any valve equipment, unless the system is de-pressurized, suffi  ciently 
purged and disconnected

Read the maintenance instruction for valve and actuator before service and maintenance is initiated.   

If any actuator or valve equipment is dismantled, it must be carefully checked, if the actuator and valve 
is reassembled and mounted in the correct fail-safe position. 

Wrong fail-safe position will cause hazards when system is operated afterwards.

Let the valve temperate, if necessary before starting maintenance. 

Tightening is to follow procedure described below.

Follow the general torque recommendations.

See recommended lubrication 

Loosen the cable gland on the top of the housing 
cylinder and pull the seal away

Using a hexagon key remove all 4 screws by turning 
counterclockwise and withdraw the housing cylin-
der.

Using a hexagon key remove both bolts, from the 
bracket for switches, by turning counterclockwise. 
Remove the bracket. 

Turn the switch rod counterclockwise to remove.

To remove the Valve, remove the nuts and washers 
from the studs in the manifold.

Pull the Valve assembly from the manifold.

Tip: Mark the cylinder top, tube and cover with a 
marker, if it is wished that the pneumatics are placed 
the same way as when disassembled 
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Pull the valve seat from the cartridge. To make this 
easier it may be necessary to apply some pressure 
at the joint using a plastic screwdriver.

Remove all of the screws holding the actuator cylin-
der top. 

NB!: Be certain that you are working with a Nor-
mally Open valve, as opening a Normally Closed 
valve with this method can cause injury. Please see 
the guide for opening Normally Closed Valve, when 
opening the Normally Closed Valve.

Replace the cylinder top with the compression tool 
and add the spring compression rods EXP 146/1, 
and secure both ends with nuts and washers. com-
press the spring by thightening the nuts.

The compression tool must be in contact with cylin-
der housing before continuing. 

Note! leave enough room between the retaining and 
tightening nuts, before starting to tighten valve. 

The plug, secured with threadlocking adhesive, may 
be removed from the spindle by turning counter-
clockwise with a screwdriver. 

When reassembling, take care only to add a VERY 
small amount of low or medium strength thread-
locking adhesive. Adding too much adhesive may 
result that future removal of the plug is di�  cult or 
impossible.

Remove the cartrtidge by turning in the clockwise 
direction 

When the cartridge has been removed. Turn the 
cartridge around and place the cartridge on the 
spindle in the opposite direction it was taken o� .

Turn the spindle in the clockwise direction using the 
cartridge.

NB for remounting:
Use the cartridge as a tool for mounting the spindle 
to the piston. Turn the cartridge in the counter-
clockwise direction until the spindle has thread en-
gagement with the piston. Pull the spindle softly to 
make sure the spindle is in initial engagement. The 
spindle should now be turned counter-clockwise 4 – 
5 full turns. 

Important: The spindle must be in initial engage-
ment before turning 4 – 5 full turns. 
Now that the spindle has been removed. The tight-
ening nuts can now be loosened in a 1,2,1,2 pattern, 
meaning that the nuts will be loosened gradually. 
Failing to do this can potentially cause damage to 
the valve or tool and operator/ surrounding environ-
ment.

Warning: the piston is no longer retained by the 
spindle. It is important that all safety measures are 
taken into consideration and that the tightening 
nuts are equally and gradually loosened.

When the compression tool has been released from tension. The piston and spring can now be removed 
from the cartridge cover for inspection and maintenance.

Re-assemble the valve by following the guide in reverse order and install new seat.

When re-assembling the valve, make sure the o-seals are correctly placed.

With the valve in the open state, insert the valve cartridge seat fi rst into the manifold ensuring that a 
small amount of o-ring lubricant is applied to the exposed o-rings on the cartridge.

Tighten the nuts accoding to the general torque recommendations.
½” valve: 6 Nm.

 Open/Close the valve  at least 3 times after mounting in manifold
NB: Do not operate the refurbished valve outside the manifold
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Tools needed for maintenance

Replacement of ½” NC valve 1. generation

Do not dismantle or loosen any valve equipment, unless the system is de-pressurized, suffi  ciently 
purged and disconnected

Read the maintenance instruction for valve and actuator before service and maintenance is initiated.   

If any actuator or valve equipment is dismantled, it must be carefully checked, if the actuator and valve 
is reassembled and mounted in the correct fail-safe position. 

Wrong fail-safe position will cause hazards when system is operated afterwards.

Let the valve temperate, if necessary before starting maintenance. 

Tightening is to follow procedure described below.

Follow the general torque recommendations.

See recommended lubrication 

Loosen the cable gland on the top of the housing 
cylinder and pull the seal away

Using a hexagon key remove all 4 screws by turn-
ing counterclockwise and withdraw the housing 
cylinder.

Using a hexagon key remove both bolts, from the 
bracket for switches, by turning counterclockwise. 
Remove the bracket. 

Turn the switch rod counterclockwise to remove.

Use the Service kit to activate the valve before 
unmounting.

To remove the valve, remove the nuts and washers 
from the studs in the manifold.

Pull the valve assembly from the manifold.

Tip: Mark the cylinder top, tube and cover with 
a marker, if it is wished that the pneumatics are 
placed the same way as when disassembled 
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Use the service kit to deactivate the valve after 
removal from block. 

Remove one of the screws holding the actuator 
cylinder top.

Replace the removed srew with a spring compres-
sor rod EXP 146/1, and secure both ends with nut 
and washer. 

Repeat on the opposing screw.

Remove the two remaining screws and their nuts 
and washers
Slowly loosen the 2 spring compressor (rod EXP 
146/1) nuts in an opposing sequence.

Beware that to EXP 146/1 rod is not loosening be-
fore the valve is completely disassembled.

Once the spring compression has been relieved 
remove the nuts, washers and spring compressor 
rods EXP 146/1.

Remove the top plate, cylinder tube, and spring.

Remove the piston by turning it counterclockwise.

Pull the valve seat from the cartridge. To make this 
easier it may be necessary to apply some pressure 
at the joint using a plastic screwdriver.

top platespringcylinder tube

piston

Using a hexagon key turn the set screw counter-
clockwise until the cartridge can turn relative to the 
cartridge cover.

Pull the cartridge and spindle assembly from the 
cartridge cover. 

The plug, secured with threadlocking adhesive, may 
be removed from the spindle by turning counter-
clockwise with a screwdriver. 

When reassembling, take care only to add a VERY 
small amount of low or medium strength thread-
locking adhesive. Adding too much adhesive may 
result in future removal of the plug to be di�  cult or 
impossible.

The spindle can now be removed from the car-
tridge. 

Replace all the o-seals and seat. Lubricate with Eltronic FuelTech’s lubricant as detailed in spare part 
catalogue.

Re-assemble the valve element reassembled by following the guide in reverse order.

Use the Service kit to activate the valve in to “open state” before mounting

When re-assembling the valve, make sure the o-seals are correctly placed.

Insert the valve cartridge seat fi rst into the manifold ensuring that a little o-ring lubricant is applied to the 
exposed o-rings on the cartridge.

Open/close the valve at least 3 times before tightening the nuts.

Tighten the nuts accoding to the general torque recommendations.
½” valve: 6 Nm.
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Tools needed for maintenance

Replacement of ½” NC valve 2. generation

Do not dismantle or loosen any valve equipment, unless the system is de-pressurized, suffi  ciently 
purged and disconnected

Read the maintenance instruction for valve and actuator before service and maintenance is initiated.   

If any actuator or valve equipment is dismantled, it must be carefully checked, if the actuator and 
valve is reassembled and mounted in the correct fail-safe position. 

Wrong fail-safe position will cause hazards when system is operated afterwards.

Let the valve temperate, if necessary before starting maintenance. 

Tightening is to follow procedure described below.

Follow the general torque recommendations.

See recommended lubrication 

Loosen the cable gland on the top of the housing 
cylinder and pull the seal away

Using a hexagon key remove all 4 screws by turning 
counterclockwise and withdraw the housing cylin-
der.

Using a hexagon key remove both bolts, from the 
bracket for switches, by turning counterclockwise. 
Remove the bracket. 

Turn the switch rod counterclockwise to remove.

Use the Service kit to activate the valve before un-
mounting.

To remove the valve, remove the nuts and washers 
from the studs in the manifold.

Pull the valve assembly from the manifold.

Tip: Mark the cylinder top, tube and cover with 
a marker, if it is wished that the pneumatics are 
placed the same way as when disassembled 
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Use the service kit to deactivate the valve after 
removal from block. 

Remove one of the screws holding the actuator 
cylinder top.

Replace the removed srew with a spring compres-
sor rod EXP 146/1, and secure both ends with nuts 
and washers. 

Repeat on the opposing screw.

Remove the two remaining screws and their nuts 
and washers

Slowly loosen the 2 spring compressor (rod EXP 
146/1) nuts in an opposing sequence.

Beware that to EXP 146/1 rod is not loosening be-
fore the valve is completely disassembled.

Once the spring compression has been relieved 
remove the nuts, washers and spring compressor 
rods EXP 146/1.

Remove the top plate, cylinder tube, and spring.

Remove the piston by turning it clockwise.

Pull the valve seat from the cartridge. To make this 
easier it may be necessary to apply some pressure 
at the joint using a plastic screwdriver.

top platespringcylinder tube

piston

Unscrew the cartridge by turning it in the clockwise 
direction.

The plug, secured with threadlocking adhesive, may 
be removed from the spindle by turning counter-
clockwise with a screwdriver. 

When reassembling, take care only to add a VERY 
small amount of low or medium strength thread-
locking adhesive. Adding too much adhesive may 
result that future removal of the plug is di�  cult or 
impossible.

The spindle can now be removed from the car-
tridge. 

Replace all the o-seals and seat. Lubricate with Eltronic FuelTech’s lubricant as detailed in spare part 
catalogue.

Re-assemble the valve element reassembled by following the guide in reverse order.

Use the Service kit to activate the valve in to “open state” before mounting

When re-assembling the valve, make sure the o-seals are correctly placed.

Insert the valve cartridge seat fi rst into the manifold ensuring that a little o-ring lubricant is applied to the 
exposed o-rings on the cartridge.

Open/close the valve at least 3 times before tightening the nuts.

Tighten the nuts accoding to the general torque recommendations.
½” valve: 6 Nm.
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Replacement of            NO valve 1. generation

Do not dismantle or loosen any valve equipment, unless the system is de-pressurized, suffi  ciently 
purged and disconnected

Read the maintenance instruction for valve and actuator before service and maintenance is initiated.   

If any actuator or valve equipment is dismantled, it must be carefully checked, if the actuator and valve 
is reassembled and mounted in the correct fail-safe position. 

Wrong fail-safe position will cause hazards when system is operated afterwards.

Let the valve temperate, if necessary before starting maintenance. 

Tightening is to follow procedure described below.

Follow the general torque recommendations.

See recommended lubrication 

Tools needed for maintenance

Lifting positions

Loosen the cable gland on the top of the housing 
cylinder and pull the seal away

Using a hexagon key remove all 4 screws by turning 
counterclockwise and withdraw the housing cylin-
der.

Using a hexagon key remove both bolts, from the 
bracket for switches, by turning counterclockwise. 
Remove the bracket. 

Turn the switch rod counterclockwise to remove.

To remove the Valve, remove the nuts and washers 
from the studs in the manifold.

Pull the Valve assembly from the manifold.

Tip: Mark the cylinder top, tube and cover with 
a marker, if it is wished that the pneumatics are 
placed the same way as when disassembled 
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Pull the valve seat from the cartridge. To make this 
easier it may be necessary to apply some pressure 
at the joint using a plastic screwdriver.

The plug, secured with threadlocking adhesive, may 
be removed from the spindle by turning counter-
clockwise with a screwdriver. 

When reassembling, take care only to add a VERY 
small amount of low or medium strength thread-
locking adhesive. Adding too much adhesive may 
result that future removal of the plug is di�  cult or 
impossible.

Using a hexagon key turn the set screw counter-
clockwise until the cartridge can turn relative to the 
cartridge cover.

Pull the cartridge from the cartridge cover. 

Turn the spindle in the counter clockwise direction 
to remove it from the catridge cover.

Remove one of the screws holding the actuator 
cylinder top.

Replace the removed screw with a spring compres-
sor rod EXP 146/1, and secure both ends with nut 
and washer. 

Repeat on the opposing screw.

Remove the two remaining screws

Slowly loosen the 2 spring compressor (rod EXP 
146/1) nuts in an opposing sequence.

Beware that to EXP 146/1 rod is not loosening be-
fore the valve is completely disassembled.

Once the spring compression has been relieved 
remove the nuts, washers and spring compressor 
rods EXP 146/1.

Remove the top plate, cylinder tube, spring and 
piston.

Replace all the o-seals and seat. Lubricate with Eltronic FuelTech’s lubricant as detailed in spare part 
catalogue.

Re-assemble the valve by following the guide in reverse order and install new seat.

When re-assembling the valve, make sure the o-seals are correctly placed.

With the valve in the open state, insert the valve cartridge seat fi rst into the manifold ensuring that a 
small amount of o-ring lubricant is applied to the exposed o-rings on the cartridge.

Tighten the nuts accoding to the general torque recommendations.
First generation: 6 Nm.
First generation valves incl. shims: 5 Nm.

 Open/Close the valve  at least 3 times after mounting in manifold
NB: Do not operate the refurbished valve outside the manifold

top platespringcylinder tube

piston
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Tools needed for maintenance

Replacement of            NO valve 2. generation

Do not dismantle or loosen any valve equipment, unless the system is de-pressurized, suffi  ciently 
purged and disconnected

Read the maintenance instruction for valve and actuator before service and maintenance is initiated.   

If any actuator or valve equipment is dismantled, it must be carefully checked, if the actuator and valve 
is reassembled and mounted in the correct fail-safe position. 

Wrong fail-safe position will cause hazards when system is operated afterwards.

Let the valve temperate, if necessary before starting maintenance. 

Tightening is to follow procedure described below.

Follow the general torque recommendations.

See recommended lubrication 

Lifting positions

Loosen the cable gland on the top of the housing 
cylinder and pull the seal away

Using a hexagon key remove all 4 screws by turning 
counterclockwise and withdraw the housing cylin-
der.

Using a hexagon key remove both bolts, from the 
bracket for switches, by turning counterclockwise. 
Remove the bracket. 

Turn the switch rod counterclockwise to remove.

To remove the Valve, remove the nuts and washers 
from the studs in the manifold.

Pull the Valve assembly from the manifold.

Tip: Mark the cylinder top, tube and cover with 
a marker, if it is wished that the pneumatics are 
placed the same way as when disassembled 

All pictures are an example
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cylinder tube

Pull the valve seat from the cartridge. To make this 
easier it may be necessary to apply some pressure 
at the joint using a plastic screwdriver.

The plug, secured with thread locking adhesive, 
may be removed from the spindle by turning coun-
terclockwise with a hex key.

When reassembling, take care only to add a VERY 
small amount of low or medium strength thread 
locking adhesive. Adding too much adhesive may 
result that future removal of the plug is di�  cult or 
impossible.
Remove all of the screws holding the actuator cylin-
der top. 

NB!: Be certain that you are working with a Nor-
mally Open valve, as opening a Normally Closed 
valve with this method can cause injury. Please see 
the guide for opening Normally Closed Valve, when 
opening the Normally Closed Valve.

Remove the cylinder tube from the valve.

Place the Eltronic FuelTech’s spring compressor tool 
in between the spring. The tool should be as close 
to the piston as possible, without interfering with 
the piston.

Place two spring compressor rods EXP 146/1, in the 
two slot holes. Align the rods and secure the top of 
the compression tool, by mounting the rods into 
the holes in the cartridge cover and adding washers.

Tighten the two nuts connected to the EXP 146/1 
rods to relief the spring pressure.

piston

Unscrew the piston, by turning it in the clockwise 
direction.

Slowly loosen the two-spring compressor rods EXP 
146/1

NB!: Make sure that the rods are secured during the 
whole process, and does not unscrew itself during 
the unscrewing of the piston or cartridge.

Once the spring compression has been relieved 
remove the nuts, washers, spring compressor and 
rods EXP 146/1

Warning!: When reassembling the valve the spindle 
should be placed in the valve in such a way that the 
spring is guided, to prevent an uncontrolled spring 
during compression of spring.

The cartridge can now be removed, by turning it in 
the clockwise direction.

Replace all the o-seals and anti-extrusion rings. Lubricate with Eltronic FuelTech’s lubricant as detailed in 
spare part list.

Re-assemble the valve by following the guide in reverse order and install new seat.

When re-assembling the valve, make sure the o-seals are correctly placed.

With the valve in the open state, insert the valve cartridge seat fi rst into the manifold ensuring that a 
small amount of o-ring lubricant is applied to the exposed o-rings on the cartridge.

Tighten the nuts accoding to the general torque recommendations.
Second generation: 30 Nm.

 Open/Close the valve  at least 3 times after mounting in manifold
NB: Do not operate the refurbished valve outside the manifold
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Replacement of            NC valve 1. generation

Do not dismantle or loosen any valve equipment, unless the system is de-pressurized, suffi  ciently 
purged and disconnected

Read the maintenance instruction for valve and actuator before service and maintenance is initiated.   

If any actuator or valve equipment is dismantled, it must be carefully checked, if the actuator and valve 
is reassembled and mounted in the correct fail-safe position. 

Wrong fail-safe position will cause hazards when system is operated afterwards.

Let the valve temperate, if necessary before starting maintenance. 

Tightening is to follow procedure described below.

Follow the general torque recommendations.

See recommended lubrication 

Tools needed for maintenance

Lifting positions

Loosen the cable gland on the top of the housing 
cylinder and pull the seal away

Using a hexagon key remove all 4 screws by turning 
counterclockwise and withdraw the housing cylin-
der.

Using a hexagon key remove both bolts, from the 
bracket for switches, by turning counterclockwise. 
Remove the bracket. 

Turn the switch rod counterclockwise to remove.

Use the Service kit to activate the valve before un-
mounting.

To remove the valve, remove the nuts and washers 
from the studs in the manifold.

Pull the valve assembly from the manifold.

Tip: Mark the cylinder top, tube and cover with 
a marker, if it is wished that the pneumatics are 
placed the same way as when disassembled 
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Use the service kit to deactivate the valve after 
removal from block. 

Remove one of the screws holding the actuator 
cylinder top.

Replace the removed screw with a spring compres-
sor rod EXP 146/1, and secure both ends with nut 
and washer. 

Repeat on the opposing screw.

Remove the two remaining screws

Slowly loosen the 2 spring compressor (rod EXP 
146/1) nuts in an opposing sequence.

Beware that to EXP 146/1 rod is not loosening be-
fore the valve is completely disassembled.

Once the spring compression has been relieved 
remove the nuts, washers and spring compressor 
rods EXP 146/1.

Remove the top plate, cylinder tube, and spring.

Remove the piston by turning it counterclockwise.

Pull the valve seat from the cartridge. To make this 
easier it may be necessary to apply some pressure 
at the joint using a plastic screwdriver.

top platespringcylinder tubepiston

Using a hexagon key turn the set screw counter-
clockwise until the cartridge can turn relative to the 
cartridge cover.

Pull the cartridge and spindle assembly from the 
cartridge cover. 

The plug, secured with threadlocking adhesive, may 
be removed from the spindle by turning counter-
clockwise with a screwdriver. 

When reassembling, take care only to add a VERY 
small amount of low or medium strength thread-
locking adhesive. Adding too much adhesive may 
result in future removal of the plug to be di�  cult or 
impossible.

The spindle can now be removed from the car-
tridge. 

Replace all the o-seals and seat. Lubricate with Eltronic FuelTech’s lubricant as detailed in spare part 
catalogue.

Re-assemble the valve element reassembled by following the guide in reverse order.

Use the Service kit to activate the valve in to “open state” before mounting

When re-assembling the valve, make sure the o-seals are correctly placed.

Insert the valve cartridge seat fi rst into the manifold ensuring that a little o-ring lubricant is applied to the 
exposed o-rings on the cartridge.

Open/close the valve at least 3 times before tightening the nuts.

Tighten the nuts accoding to the general torque recommendations.
First generation:  6 Nm.
First generation valves incl. shims: 5 Nm.
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Replacement of            NC valve 2. generation

Do not dismantle or loosen any valve equipment, unless the system is de-pressurized, suffi  ciently 
purged and disconnected

Read the maintenance instruction for valve and actuator before service and maintenance is initiated.   

If any actuator or valve equipment is dismantled, it must be carefully checked, if the actuator and valve 
is reassembled and mounted in the correct fail-safe position. 

Wrong fail-safe position will cause hazards when system is operated afterwards.

Let the valve temperate, if necessary before starting maintenance. 

Tightening is to follow procedure described below.

Follow the general torque recommendations.

See recommended lubrication 

Tools needed for maintenance

Lifting positions

Loosen the cable gland on the top of the housing 
cylinder and pull the seal away

Using a hexagon key remove all 4 screws by turning 
counterclockwise and withdraw the housing cylin-
der.

Using a hexagon key remove both bolts, from the 
bracket for switches, by turning counterclockwise. 
Remove the bracket. 

Turn the switch rod counterclockwise to remove.

Use the valve service kit to activate the valve before 
unmounting.

To remove the valve, remove the nuts and washers 
from the studs in the manifold.

Pull the valve assembly from the manifold.

Tip: Mark the cylinder top, tube and cover with 
a marker, if it is wished that the pneumatics are 
placed the same way as when disassembled 
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top platespringcylinder tubepiston

Use the valve service kit to deactivate the valve 
after removal from block. 

Remove one of the screws holding the actuator 
cylinder top.

Replace the removed srew with a spring compres-
sor rod EXP 146/1, and secure both ends with nuts 
and washers. 

Repeat on the opposing screw.

Remove the two remaining screws and their nuts 
and washers
Slowly loosen the 2 spring compressor (rod EXP 
146/1) nuts in an opposing sequence.

Beware that to EXP 146/1 rod is not loosening be-
fore the valve is completely disassembled.

Once the spring compression has been relieved 
remove the nuts, washers and spring compressor 
rods EXP 146/1.

Remove the top plate, cylinder tube, and spring.

Remove the piston by turning it clockwise.

Pull the valve seat from the cartridge. To make this 
easier it may be necessary to apply some pressure 
at the joint using a plastic screwdriver.

The plug, secured with threadlocking adhesive, may 
be removed from the spindle by turning counter-
clockwise with a hexagon key. 

When reassembling, take care only to add a VERY 
small amount of low or medium strength thread-
locking adhesive. Adding too much adhesive may 
result that future removal of the plug is di�  cult or 
impossible.

Unscrew the cartridge by turning it in the clockwise 
direction.

The spindle can now be removed from the car-
tridge. 

Replace all the o-seals and seat. Lubricate with Eltronic FuelTech’s lubricant as detailed in spare part cata-
logue.

Re-assemble the valve element reassembled by following the guide in reverse order.

Use the Service kit to activate the valve in to “open state” before mounting

When re-assembling the valve, make sure the o-seals are correctly placed.

Insert the valve cartridge seat fi rst into the manifold ensuring that a little o-ring lubricant is applied to the 
exposed o-rings on the cartridge.

Open/close the valve at least 3 times before tightening the nuts.

Tighten the nuts accoding to the general torque recommendations.
 Second generation: 30 Nm.
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Tools needed for maintenance

Replacement of manual valve

Do not dismantle or loosen any valve equipment, unless the system is de-pressurized, suffi  ciently 
purged and disconnected

Tightening is to follow procedure described below.

Follow the general torque recommendations.

See recommended lubrication 

To remove the cartridge, remove the nuts and the 
washers from the studs in the manifold. 

Pull the cartridge assembly from the manifold.

Pull the valve seat from the cartridge. To make this 
easier it may be necessary to apply some pressure 
at the joint using a plastic screwdriver.

The plug, secured with Loctite 243, may be re-
moved from the spindle with a hexagon key.

The spindle can now be removed from the car-
tridge.

Using a hexagon key turn until the cartridge can 
turn relative to the cartridge cover

Turn the cartridge clockwise to unscrew it from the 
cartridge cover

Turn the drive nut fully anti-clockwise to remove it 
from the cartridge cover. Remove the hand-wheel 
from the drive nut by turning the cap

Re-assemble:
When fi tting the drive nut to the cartridge cover 
turn it fully clockwise and then turn it anti-clockwise 
by 8 full turns. When assembling the cartridge to the 
cartridge cover engage the spindle cap threads to 
the drive nut threads, turn the cartridge anti-clock-
wise holding the drive nut so that it does not turn on 
the cartridge cover until the holes align so that the 
set screw can be tightened

Replace the o-seals. Lubricate with Eltronic FuelTech’s lubricant as detailed in spare part catalogue.

Re-assemble the valve element reassembled by following the guide in reverse order.

When re-assembling the valve, make sure the o-seals are correctly placed.
Insert the valve cartridge seat fi rst into the manifold ensuring that a little o-ring lubricant is applied to the 
exposed o-rings on the cartridge.
Open/close the valve at least 3 times before tightening the nuts.

Tighten the nuts accoding to the general torque recommendations.
Valve: 6 Nm.

All pictures are an example
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Tools needed for maintenance

Replacement of check valve

Tightening is to follow procedure described below.

Follow the general torque recommendations.

See recommended lubrication 

To remove the cartridge, remove the nuts and the 
washers from the studs in the manifold. 

Pull the cartridge assembly from the manifold.

Pull the valve seat from the cartridge. To make this 
easier it may be necessary to apply some pressure 
at the joint using a plastic screwdriver.

The spindle and spring can now be removed from 
the cartridge.

Using a hexagon key turn the set-screw until the 
cartridge can turn relative to the cartridge cover

Turn the cartridge clockwise to unscrew it from the 
cartridge cover.

The cartridge must be slightly movable after reas-
sembly.

Replace the o-seals. Lubricate with Eltronic FuelTech’s lubricant as detailed in spare part catalogue.

Re-assemble the check valve by following the guide in reverse order.

When re-assembling the valve, make sure the o-seals are correctly placed.
Insert the valve cartridge seat fi rst into the manifold ensuring that a little o-ring lubricant is applied to the 
exposed o-rings on the cartridge.

Tighten the nuts accoding to the general torque recommendations.
Valve: 6 Nm.
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Tools needed for maintenance

Replacement of slow-pressure-build-up valve

Tightening is to follow procedure described below.

Follow the general torque recommendations.

See recommended lubrication 

To remove the cartridge, remove the nuts and the 
washers from the studs in the manifold. 

Pull the cartridge assembly from the manifold.

Pull and turn the slow-pressure-build-up seat anti-
clockwise, to dismount it from the cartridge. 

Remove the remaining nuts and washers from the 
studs.

Replace the o-seals. Lubricate with Eltronic FuelTech’s lubricant as detailed in spare part catalogue.

Re-assemble the valve element reassembled by following the guide in reverse order.

When re-assembling the valve, make sure the o-seals are correctly placed.
Insert the valve cartridge seat fi rst into the manifold ensuring that a little o-ring lubricant is applied to 
the exposed o-rings on the cartridge.

Tighten the nuts accoding to the general torque recommendations.
Valve: 5Nm
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Tools needed for maintenance

Replacement of fi lter

For further details regarding cleaning, see guide

Tightening is to follow procedure described below.

Follow the general torque recommendations.

See recommended lubrication 

X
X

To remove the cartridge, remove the nuts and 
washers from the studs in the manifold.

NOTE: Leave 4 nuts on the studs for safety if any 
pressure is still in the system.

Pull the fi lter cap from the manifold.  If necessary, 
the fi lter cap can be levered from the housing using 
the recess under the � ange edge.

Turn the hex screw to lift the fi lter cover from the 
housing.

Screw the T-key into the fi lter cover to
Pull out the fi lter element. 

Remove the remaining nuts and washers from the 
studs.

Demount the fi lter from the cover.

Replace all the o-seals. Lubricate with Eltronic FuelTech’s lubricant as detailed in spare part catalogue.

As a temporary solution the fi lter element can be cleaned by “back washing” with either a spray or liquid 
suitable cleaning � uid, as described in the cleaning procedure, Cleaning of the fi lter is not recommended

Re-assemble the fi lter element reassembled by following the guide in reverse order.

When re-assembling the fi lter, make sure the o-seals are correctly placed.
Insert the fi lter cartridge into the manifold ensuring that a little o-ring lubricant, is applied to the exposed 
o-rings.

Tighten the nuts accoding to the general torque recommendations.

Fuel fi lter: 20Nm
N2 fi lter: 10 Nm

X

X
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Tools needed for maintenance

Replacement of Spool piece fi lter

Do not dismantle or loosen any valve equipment, unless the system is de-pressurized, suffi  ciently 
purged and disconnected from all energy sources.

In case of attempt to remove the cover while the system is still pressurized, the studs and nuts must 
be replaced.

For further details regarding cleaning, see guide

Tightening is to follow procedure described below.

Follow the general torque recommendations.

See recommended lubrication 

X

X

Example

Example

To remove the fi lter, remove the nuts and washers 
from the fi lter cover.

NOTE: Leave at least 4 nuts on the system for 
safety if any pressure is still in the system.

Turn the nuts two turns counter-clockwise, if the 
nuts continue to be hard to turn, because of pres-
sure from the fi lter cover, the system may still be 
pressurized, and any dismantling should cease im-
midiatly.

Turn the hex screw to lift the fi lter cover from the 
housing.

Remove the remaining nuts and washers from the 
studs

Pull the fi lter cover from the fi lter housing.

Screw the T-key into the fi lter guide rod to
Pull out the fi lter element. 

Draw the fi lter out of the spool piece fi lter housing

Replace all the o-seals. Lubricate with Eltronic FuelTech’s lubricant as detailed in spare part catalogue.

As a temporary solution the fi lter element can be cleaned by “back washing” with either a spray or liquid 
suitable cleaning � uid, as described in the cleaning procedure, Cleaning of the fi lter is not recommended

Re-assemble the spool piece fi lter by following the guide in reverse order.

When re-assembling the fi lter, make sure the o-seals are correctly placed.
For Attention:
Before mounting, the 3 pcs hex screws are turned until they are at least � ush with the mounting plane.

Leak test of the spool piece fi lter must be carried out before resuming operation.
Tighten the nuts accoding to the general torque recommendations.
Spool piece fi lter: 100Nm

X

X
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Tools needed for maintenance

Cleaning of fi lter

Safety instructions
To prevent accidents, all safety instructions must be observed. (see manual)
Maintenance should only be performed by instructed personnel who possess the necessary knowl-
edge for the tasks.

Chemical solvents
Use of chemical solvents may cause severe health hazards. 

Flammable material
Chemical or alcohol-based solvent can be extremely fl ammable 

Always wear protective gloves when using solvents
Protect / cover skin by non absorbing fabric

Always wear eye protection when using solvents 

Read the safety instruction for the solvent before the cleaning procedure is initiated.  

For further details regarding dismounting, see guide

Eltronic FuelTech always recommend replacement of the fi lter element as the primary solution.
Cleaning of the fi lter is not recommended.

If this is not possible, Eltronic FuelTech recommends ultrasonic cleaning.

As a temporary solution the fi lter element can be cleaned by “back washing” with either a spray or liquid 
suitable cleaning � uid, as described in the cleaning procedure, Cleaning of the fi lter is not recommended

This procedure must be followed in order to clean the fi lter either with a light solvent either on liquid or 
spray form. Remember to remove the O-ring before emerging or spraying the fi lter.

Liquid light solvent:
Place the fi lter in a bath of light solvent/alcohol-
based solvent

Spray light solvent:
Spray the outside of the fi lter with a light solvent/
alcohol-based solvent 

Liquid light solvent:
Move the fi lter forward / backwards 5 to 10 times 

Spray light solvent:
Spray the inside of the fi lter with a light solvent/
alcohol-based solvent

Use an air gun and move the nozzle in the longitudi-
nal direction of the fi lter.

The nozzle must be in direct contact to the surface 
of the fi lter during blowing cycle.

Turn the fi lter slowly 360 degrees during the blowing 
process, until the fi lter is completely dry.

The procedure must be done at least 2 times before 
the fi lter is ready for re- installation on the unit.
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Pneumatic pressure regulator and fi lter

Do not dismantle or loosen the cover for the fi lter, unless the pneumatic control air is disconnected.
Loosen the drain plug to drain fi lter.

Remove the fi lter housing by turning it counter-
clockwise.

Remove the fi lter and clean it.

Note:
If necessary, reinstall a new one.

Reinstall the fi lter housing.
Remember to close the drain plug.
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Tightening guide

This guide does not describe loosening of elements. If loosening is required anyway, then make sure 
that the system is suffi  ciently depressurized, purged and isolated from all energy sources. 

Stainless steel threads should be lubricated with Rocol Foodlube or similar before tightening. 

Tools needed for maintenance

tape

Recommended torque for bolting
Tighten the nuts according to recommended torque for bolting

Apply a small amount of grease to stainless steel threads of studs. 
Fit the spring washers and plain nuts and tighten the nuts until fi nger tight.

Tighten the item all the way to the bottom/land (hard stop). 

Mounting: Verify that the item is screwed all the way in

Do not screw the nuts at maximum torque in one step

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Tighten the nuts accoding to the tightening 
diagram to the correct torque in at least 3 
steps in a cross tightened procedure.

Tighten all the nuts on the Pipe Supports (see en-
larged image) 

Nuts shall be tightened at the recommended 
torque of 5-10 Nm

Pipe support

Flange support

Tighten all the nuts on the � ange (see enlarged im-
age)

Stud and Nuts shall be tightened with the recom-
mended torque:

If dismounting the � anges
remember to place spray-Stop high-tech laminated multilayer aluminum tape around the � anges or 
mount � angeguards

It is used to prevent against splashing and leaking of � ammable liquids from piping joints and valves.
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To maintain the best possible function of the product. It is recommended to lubricate the movable parts as 
described in the guides.

Lubrication should always be replenished during maintenance.

 Lubrication

Type Lubrication

O-rings MOLYKOTE 55
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